Code Optimization Techniques to Reduce Energy Consumption of Multimedia Applications in Hybrid Memory
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Abstract: This paper proposes code optimization techniques to reduce energy consumption of complex multimedia applications in a hybrid memory system with volatile dynamic random access memory (DRAM) and non-volatile spin-transfer torque magnetoresistive RAM (STT-MRAM). The proposed approach analyzes read/write operations for variables in an application. Based on the profile, variables with a high read operation are allocated to STT-MRAM, and variables with a high write operation are allocated to DRAM to reduce energy consumption. In this paper, to optimize code for real-life complicated applications, we develop a profiler, a code modifier, and compiler/link scripts. The proposed techniques are applied to a Fast Forward Motion Picture Experts Group (FFmpeg) application. The experiment reduces energy consumption by up to 22%.
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1. Introduction

With the ongoing upsurge of mobile devices and embedded devices in general, one of the main concerns is to reduce the energy consumption of an entire system. A lot of research has been conducted into reducing energy consumed in many components of a system—the central processing unit (CPU), random access memory (RAM), storage, etc. Most research in recent years has been on dynamic management of CPU power consumption. Hence, we have CPU voltage/frequency scaling and multiple cores on one die.

In the area of primary memory (RAM), we have widely used dynamic RAM (DRAM). Recent research shows that DRAM has significant energy consumption and accounts for as much as 30% to 40% of energy consumed on a system-on-chip (SoC) [4]. This is mainly due to its high energy leakage and the need to refresh cells frequently. DRAM is also expensive in terms of cost per megabyte and due to its low density, which means it occupies a large amount of space on a SoC. These shortfalls in DRAM have presented an opportunity for non-volatile memories to replace it. This has been an active research topic focusing efforts on non-volatile memory, such as phase-change RAM (PRAM), resistive RAM (RRAM), ferroelectric RAM (FeRAM), and spin-transfer torque magnetoresistive RAM (STT-MRAM), to replace DRAM due to the commercial success of flash memory. These non-volatile memories have the advantages of comparable read latency with DRAM, low cost, high density, low energy for reads, and low leakage power. However, for the write operation, non-volatile RAM (NVRAM) requires long latency and high energy consumption.

In this paper, we present variable read/write analysis of the Fast Forward Motion Picture Experts Group (FFmpeg) audio/video application. We demonstrate a technique with a tool set developed for performing the analysis. We then introduce a variable declaration keyword and a compiler-level feature that enables variables to be assigned to an NVRAM module of hybrid memory with a code modifier helping to revise the code. Finally, we present a hybrid memory-aware FFmpeg application that reduces energy consumption by up to 22% for a set of frequently accessed variables.

Section 2 briefly explains the NVRAM technology and its read/write properties. Section 3 discusses related work...
to adopt NVRAM as primary memory. In Section 4, we present the motivation that drives our research, and in Section 5, we define the problems tackled to ensure maximum energy reduction. Section 6 proposes techniques and tools developed to build a hybrid memory-aware FFmpeg application. Finally, we show the experimental results in Section 7 and offer a conclusion in Section 8.

2. Background

Static random access memory (SRAM) and DRAM have been the dominant technologies for primary memory for years. These technologies have improved over the years to overcome or subdue their shortfalls, which are high energy consumption and low density. These problems can easily be ignored in PC and server environments. However, in mobile devices, the problems are more pronounced, as energy consumption becomes important when designing mobile devices. A lot of work has been done to reduce energy consumption in mobile devices, but so far has been in the area of enhancing the CPU and other co-processor designs to decrease the amount of energy consumed during program execution. In addition, processors have been enhanced greatly with the introduction of the multi-core CPU, where a job is shared among low-frequency multi-cores as opposed to one core with a high frequency, which consumes great amounts of energy. Aside from all these improvements, we still have a major challenge, because SRAM and DRAM used in mobile devices still account for about 30% to 40% of the processing unit, and the basic technology for these two memories has not changed much.

RAM vendors propose alternative solutions to develop non-volatile memory technology to replace conventional SRAM and DRAM. That includes PRAM and STT-MRAM, which are briefly explained in the following subsections to denote their strengths and limitations.

2.1 PRAM

PRAM uses a special material called phase-change material to preserve a bit. The phase-change material (Ge2Sb2Te5, or GST) can be in at least two different structural states: amorphous or crystalline. These two states represent a 0 or 1, since they have different resistivity. In the amorphous state, the material has low electrical conductivity, and in the crystalline state, high electrical conductivity. The GST material is one type of alloy that can switch between two states with the application of heat. When heated above the crystallization temperature of 300°C (but below the melting temperature of 600°C) over time, GST changes to the crystalline state, which corresponds to the SET state, or logic 1. When heated above the melting point and quenched quickly, the GST changes to the amorphous state, which corresponds to the RESET state, or logic 0. The GST material’s state is altered by injecting a large, but fast, current pulse for a few hundred nanoseconds to heat up the GST active region, as shown in Fig. 1. This means the write energy and latency is high. To read a PRAM cell, the power needed is very low, since no heating is involved. In addition, PRAM needs no refresh energy and has a low standby power, as it retains its state permanently. PRAM has limited write endurance of 10^9–10^12 cycles, which poses a reliability problem.

2.2 STT-MRAM

STT-MRAM is a variant of magnetoresistive RAM (MRAM). MRAM is a non-volatile memory technology where a bit is stored by the magnetic orientation of the free layer of a magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ). Applying a small, fixed voltage to the MTJ results in a high or low current, depending on whether the free layer is parallel or anti-parallel to the magnetic orientation of the hard layer, as shown in Figs. 2(a) and (b), respectively. Fig. 2(c) shows the cell structure with a transistor. The different orientations represent a 0 or a 1 bit.

It uses spin-transfer torque to re-orient the free layer by passing a large and directional write current through the MTJ. The switching process is regulated by a thermally controlled stochastic process, which means that the free layer could change state at any time. However, the MTJ magnetic properties and sizing are selected to make this unlikely. Performing a write operation requires holding the write current for a sufficient amount of time, which we call the MTJ write time, to ensure the free layer has changed state. STT-MRAM presents a technology that is highly efficient for read access, but poor with write access. As the free layer needs no current to maintain its state, MTJs have no intrinsic leakage power.


Table 1. Comparison of different memory technologies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>SRAM</th>
<th>DRAM</th>
<th>STT-MRAM</th>
<th>PRAM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Very high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>Very Fast</td>
<td>Fast</td>
<td>Fast read</td>
<td>Slow read</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Slow write</td>
<td>Very slow write</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic Power</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low read</td>
<td>Medium read</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High write</td>
<td>High write</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leak Power</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-volatility</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scalability</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3 Hybrid Volatile/Non-volatile RAM

The above-mentioned non-volatile memories have high density, low energy for read operations, and low leakage power. However, they exhibit obstacles from high energy and high latency for write operations or changing the state of the core material used in them. Table 1 shows a comparison of the general characteristics of memory technologies [13].

2.4 FFmpeg

FFmpeg is a popular open source audio/video codec engine for conversion and streaming [6]. It is written in the C language and compiled by the GNU GCC compiler. It is capable of handling a wide range of video/audio codecs and encapsulation. The capability is evident when considering its code base of over 500,000 lines of code. FFmpeg reads and writes a number of inputs and outputs, which may be regular files, pipes, network streams, audio/video grabbing devices, etc. It handles most of the well-known audio/video codecs.

3. Related Work

Based on the attractive advantages of non-volatile memory, there have been several proposals for, and a lot of research into, using it as primary memory. Dhiman et al. proposed hybrid DRAM/PRAM by attaching DRAM and PRAM to utilize the high performance in read and write operations from DRAM and the low standby energy consumption from PRAM [10]. Another study specified computation replication to reduce communication overhead in multiprocessor systems [4]. Other research proposed an architecture where each processor core has an NVRAM in addition to the traditional scratchpad memory (SRAM) and introduced a runtime memory manager for efficient sharing of distributed scratchpad memories (SPM) and NVRAM [20]. Several studies tried using hybrid SRAM/PRAM or DRAM/STT-MRAM that addresses the allocation of data to volatile RAM or non-volatile RAM.

Stancu et al. [21] proposed an annotation-based approach to reduce write-energy consumption. In their approach, a multimedia application is profiled to obtain the data access patterns and is used to minimize write operations. However, their approach determines the mapping onto DRAM and PRAM dynamically when a virtual page is mapped to a physical page. Therefore, if variables with high read frequencies and high write frequencies are placed in a page, then the mapping of the page into the memory module does not improve the performance. Since our approach is to decide the mapping of variables onto memory modules statically, it can divide variables based on the read/write frequencies. However, sometimes it is necessary to split structure-type variables, which makes the problem difficult.

4. Motivation

In a hybrid primary memory architecture, data that is strictly write-once (or a few times) but that is read-intensive is placed in a non-volatile module, like STT-MRAM, and other data may be conveniently placed in a volatile module, such as DRAM. In today’s matured and highly complex software, certain portions of software can easily be identified as suitable for non-volatile RAM. Such read-intensive data could be constants, variables, and instruction code, which hardly ever changes. With this simple approach, a reasonable amount of energy is saved as write energy is minimized. In this case, the work involved is only a simple compiler-level modification.

But the bulk constituent of software data is its non-constant variable data, and the standard compilers will not be able to predict the runtime read/write access pattern to make any energy-saving decisions. For this reason, if a strategy is developed that assists the compiler by attaching information about read/write patterns of non-constant variables, then a huge amount of energy will be saved.

 Multimedia-enabled embedded devices can now play, capture, and transcode audio/video content, and it is a widely used feature. This comes with high energy consumption from DRAM due to its large data footprint in memory, both in complex instruction code and data. FFmpeg is at the center of this feature, where several graphic user interface (GUI) applications employ it as the back-end for audio/video processing. If devices employ the hybrid memory approach, a huge energy reduction is achievable with energy-aware FFmpeg.

5. Problem Formulation

In a hybrid DRAM/STT-MRAM memory architecture, there is varying energy consumption for read/write operations. The main challenge is to construct a runtime read/write access pattern of non-constant variables, and subsequently develop an allocation strategy to minimize energy consumption.

The energy requirement for each variable when placed in a hybrid DRAM/STT-MRAM memory architecture, as
opposed to a DRAM-only memory architecture, is formulated as follows:

\[ EV = (CDR \times Dyn_{Dr}) + (CDW \times Dyn_{Dw}) + (CSR \times Dyn_{Sr}) + (CSW \times Dyn_{Sw}) \]

where

- \( EV \) = energy per variable
- \( C_{DR} \) = variable read count from DRAM
- \( C_{DW} \) = variable write count from DRAM
- \( C_{SR} \) = variable read count from STT-MRAM
- \( C_{SW} \) = variable write count from STT-MRAM
- \( Dyn_{Dr} \) = dynamic energy per read operation in DRAM
- \( Dyn_{Dw} \) = dynamic energy per write operation in DRAM
- \( Dyn_{Sr} \) = dynamic energy per read operation in STT-MRAM, and
- \( Dyn_{Sw} \) = dynamic energy per write operation in STT-MRAM

Suppose there is a variable with 100 and 10 runtime read and write accesses, respectively. The proposed formulae show that when this variable is placed in STT-MRAM, the energy consumption becomes 63.00nJ, as opposed to 79.20nJ when placed in a DRAM-only memory architecture.

### 6. Proposed Approach

Considering the highly complex and mature nature of the FFmpeg software, re-engineering the source code may unknowingly break continuity and contributions from other developers. For this reason, focus is placed on making compiler-level modifications. Current compilers can easily identify and separate instruction code as well as constant variables. In this case, the modification will be making the compiler allocate such variables to a non-volatile module, which mostly happens once during the loading stage of program execution.

For other variables, we need to develop techniques and tools to determine the allocation of the dynamic variables to memory modules in order to reduce power consumption. In this paper, we develop a read/write profiler based on the Qemu emulator, a data structure revision editor, and a compiler supporting placement of a variable into a specific memory module, and introduction of a keyword (e.g. persist) to a variable declaration syntax. These proposed tools are utilized together to produce a hybrid memory-aware application. The overall flow is shown in Fig. 3. In Step (a), we first use the Qemu emulator to collect the runtime access count for variables of interest. Based on the results, we determine which variable is placed in either of the memory modules. In Step (b), we revise data structures using the code editor. In Step (c), we declare the separated members of the revised data structure with the persist keyword. In Step (d), the compiler compiles the source code into an object file and passes it to the linker, along with the link script. For the final Step (e), a hybrid memory-aware FFmpeg application is constructed.

Secondly, we have to analyze the usage of data structures in the FFmpeg application. The data structures and control flow built into FFmpeg is centered on decoding one macroblock (MB) at a time. The decoder maintains a tree of elements and structures rooted in a data structure (MPEGContext), which holds the current state of the decoder, including modes and data associated with the current MB, arrays for accessing information about neighboring MBs, references to the current output picture, any reference pictures, etc. This structure is passed from one function to the next, conveying the state of the decoder and the MB. The MPEGContext structure is made up of about 250 members.

With such a highly complex application, it is almost impossible to obtain read/write access patterns of the MPEGContext structure members, since the application includes 500,000 lines, and some members are accessed by pointer variables declared outside the structure. A runtime analysis is the only approach to log all access to members of this structure. With the read/write access analysis information, read-intensive members are mapped into the non-volatile module of the hybrid memory architecture.

### 6.1 Read/write Access Pattern Extraction

The Qemu emulator is a module-based application, and is a good environment in which to run all kinds of software analysis at any level for ARM processors. The Qemu project integrates the well-known GDB debugger stub, which enables all sorts of debugging capabilities, such as setting breakpoints. The emulated machine can be paused, resumed, and stopped manually and automatically if a condition is met. In this environment, we can set and trigger a breakpoint when the CPU accesses specific variables or memory regions registered in the Qemu emulator. Although setting breakpoints is supported in Qemu with its integrated GDB debugger stub, there is some difficulty as to which variables should trigger the break event. And when the emulated machine pauses, there will be the need for a manual recording of the event and issuing a command to resume execution. This is practically impossible, since there are too many variables in FFmpeg, and the CPU touches each variable more than 150,000 times.
times, on average, when 30 video frames are decoded.

We extended the Qemu emulator to overcome the above-mentioned difficulty. Fig. 4 shows our modified Qemu with the mechanism for achieving the automated profiling of read/write accesses and simulation of hybrid memory. Qemu includes an integrated monitor console for interacting with a running virtual machine instance. The monitor exhibits several commands for controlling and reviewing the state of the virtual machine instance. We append new commands for hybrid memory simulation. The new commands allow the setting of breakpoints, logging processes, and reviewing the collected log data. The following procedures are implemented in the extended Qemu.

1. Create a virtual NVRAM region on the guest memory. All CPU accesses to the region are trapped and logged automatically without halting the virtual machine. Fig. 5 shows the Qemu monitor console displaying the collected log data for energy consumption analysis.

2. Watch and automatically log the CPU read/write accesses to variable memory locations of interest without halting the emulated machine. The gathered data are displayed on the monitor console in a human-readable format, and each variable is displayed with its read and write count. Fig. 6 shows the Qemu monitor console displaying the read/write count for each variable. This example shows collected data for three variables. For cases where the number of variables is huge, a command is provided to export the data to a text file in CSV format.

3. Automatically register variable memory addresses of interest to be watched, as most applications will have many variables. Registering a large number of variables in the Qemu emulator through the monitor console manually can be extremely tedious. For this reason, we provide an automation technique. We provide functions that can be integrated into a subject application’s source code. These functions are intended to enable the subject application to communicate with the Qemu emulator. The extended Qemu emulator is designed to receive communication from the subject application. The subject application calls the function with the variables to watch as a parameter.

4. Simulate the non-volatility capability of NVRAM. One of the promising advantages of NVRAM is the ability to retain its data between power off and power on, which allows the design of new operating systems for the hybrid memory system. We implement this feature by dumping the content of the region in the virtual machine memory into a file in the host file system. Then, the virtual machine can be powered off. The next important stage is when a new instance of the virtual machine is started; the data in the file will be reloaded into memory during initialization of the virtual machine instance. This process will complete before the guest operating system is loaded and started. Fig. 7 shows the simulation technique.

6.2 Data Structure Editor

A data structure editor revises the source code utilizing a search-and-replace functionality. After gathering the
profiling information, we determine the mapping of variables to memory modules. To realize the mapping in the code, we may need to change the structure of the code. The data structure editor accelerates the code changes. In the revision of the source code, variables may be re-declared in a different way, or renamed to enable the compiler to assign it to NVRAM. Also, in some cases, variables may be a member of a structure datatype, and not all members will be suitable for NVRAM assignment. In such a situation, we cannot achieve the desired result, since structure datatype members are stored in memory in a continuous format. To solve the continuity problem, some structures should be split, and variables suitable for NVRAM will be contained in a second data structure. This modification requires the revision of the entire source code accessing the original structure. Making such a large-scale modification to source code can be aided with the code editor. Fig. 8 shows the code editor interface and FFmpeg application source under modification.

6.3 Persistent Keyword

In order to map variables to a specific memory module, we introduce a persistent keyword that is integrated into the compiler syntax. This keyword informs the compiler whether the variable declared is a read-intensive variable and suitable for NVRAM module assignment. To use the keyword in an application, it is necessary to include header file “persist.h” in the application. This header file contains the implementation mechanism for making the compiler aware of the new keyword. The implementation mechanism places variables in a “persist” section using the #define keyword, which is applicable to only global variables. Then, the compiler assigns the variables to the “persist” section, and a linker maps the section to the memory address for NVRAM using a link script developed in this paper. The link script controls the memory layout using the “MEMORY” command. The command indicates the location and the size of the memory blocks for each memory module. The memory area is defined by the “>region” command, and places memory sections into specific memory areas. For example, if there is a memory area named “persist”, the “>persist” command will place variables in that area.

6.4 Case Study: Hybrid Memory-aware FFmpeg Application

We applied the techniques mentioned in the previous subsections to revise the FFmpeg application by assigning read-intensive or NVRAM-suitable variables to the NVRAM module. The read/write access pattern profiler collects the read/write frequency for each variable in FFmpeg. In FFmpeg, the MPEGContext structure is the main structure, and the profiling concentrates on analyzing this structure. The structure includes members for the main components: status information, previous and current frame being decoded, etc. Its member count is more than 250, with different data types and arrays of different sizes. Therefore, the profiling examines the memory access for all members in the structure. Results shows that some members are read-intensive and others, write-intensive. So, we split the structure and create a second structure; all read-intensive members are moved to the second structure, which the internal mapped into the NVRAM memory region. After this structure-splitting modification, all instructions in the entire source code referencing members that have been moved to the second structure need to be updated. The code editor is employed to aid in this task. Fig. 11 shows the divided MPEGContext structure, and Fig. 12 shows the modification of a code line with reference to a member in the second structure, which will be mapped into NVRAM (STT-MRAM). Fig. 13 shows the Qemu emulator running FFmpeg with the modified MPEGContext structure.
7. Experiment

In this paper, we analyze the read/write access patterns of members in the MPEGContext structure found in the FFmpeg application. The structure is at the core of the FFmpeg internal decoding process. FFmpeg is executed in a virtual machine environment by the extended Qemu emulator. We decode frames for 12 video sequences shown in Table 4. During execution, every CPU access to members of the MPEGContext structure is automatically trapped and logged. Table 2 represents the virtual machine environment. To compute the energy consumption, we use the energy properties from Wu et al. [13], as shown in Table 3.

Table 4 shows the experimental results and compares a DRAM-only architecture to the proposed hybrid memory architecture for the 12 video sequences. The read-energy consumption in the hybrid memory system is much less than the DRAM-only system, while the write-energy in hybrid memory is slightly larger. On average, the proposed hybrid memory saves 21.89% in total energy consumption, compared with the DRAM-only architecture.

For most of the video sequences, energy reduction is always attained by the proposed hybrid memory system.

8. Conclusion

This paper proposes optimal memory allocation in a hybrid DRAM/STT-MRAM main memory architecture. Memory is allocated through a compiler modification, in which data is placed in STT-MRAM in an orderly way: instruction code, constant variables, and then variables with the "persist" declaration keyword. The widely used FFmpeg audio/video library is analyzed to extract read-intensive variables that are best suited to STT-MRAM memory allocation. And we present a modified FFmpeg version (without any added complexity) that is aware of hybrid memory by declaring read-intensive variables separately. Our experiment shows an average 21.89% reduction in energy consumption.

Our future work aims to bring automation to all steps in migrating existing applications to be hybrid memory-aware. We aim to fully automate the revision of application code at the compiler level, rather than the source code level. Our work involves leveraging flexibility found in the LLVM compiler framework. We will develop a compiler pass for altering applications in the intermediate format. This will take care of data structure splitting, variable redefinition, assigning the appropriate memory segment attribute to variables, etc.
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